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Overview

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a single privacy framework that aims to 
ensure that individuals personal data is handled with caution and care. The GDPR 
regulation goes into effect on 25th May 2018 and we have come up with an extension 
to help you ensure your website is compliant.

You can know more about GDPR from the European Commission’s website. 

GDPR Pro supports Cookie notification popup, Delete customer account, Anonymize data, Flexible 
consent popup and Consent report. 

All it takes is just 5 minutes for this simple setup:

1. Download and install this extension.

2. Go To Stores >> Configuration >> Magenticity >> GDPR and do required setup.

3. Go To Stores >> Configuration >> Magenticity >> GDPR Pro and do required setup.

Features

1. GDPR PRO enabling and disabling feature.

2. GDPR compliant consent on your website form.

3. Ability to show consents on Register page, contact page and checkout page.

4. Easy to change consent title. 

5. Facility to add up to 5 consents.

6. Enable/Disable extension from back-end. 

7. Admin has full control over the content to be displayed within the GDPR fields   

8. Enabling and disabling feature for customer account deletion.

9. Controlling access to exporting customer information.     

            10. Controlling access to disabling and enabling anonymization and setting custom text 

     to show on anonymized data.

            11. Delete account and anonymize order data option now depends on customer groups and order status.

            12. Allowing modifications in consent and mail to be sent to admin if customer modifies 

    consent information.

This document is GDPR PRO user-guide for installing the GDPR PRO extension and new features.

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/justice-and-fundamental-rights/data-protection/2018-reform-eu-data-protection-rules_en
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              13. Enable/Disable Cookie Restriction Mode.

              14. Disabling and enabling of showing option for guest anonymized data to front-end.

Install extension using COMMAND LINE

1. Download the GDPR extension from the My Account section.

2. Unzip the file in a temporary directory/folder with name as Gdpr.

3. Put GRDP directory as per this folder structure:: 

    project_root/app/code/Magenticity/Gdpr

    project_root/app/code/Magenticity/GdprPro

4. Disable Cache from the System >> Cache Management.

5. Give proper file permission.

6. Enter below command line in your magento_store_root:

php bin/magento setup:upgrade

7. Enter below command line in your magento_store_root to compile the code

php -dmemory_limit=1g bin/magento setup:di:compile.

8. Give proper file permission.

9. Enter below command line in your magento_store_root to generate static files

     into your pub directory.

php -dmemory_limit=1g bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy

10. Give proper file permission.

11. Enable/Refresh cache from System >> Cache Management.

How to Use GDPR?

1. Enable/Disable GDPR Feature and Consent message in My account page.

2. Login into your Magento Back-end / Admin Panel.

3. Go To Stores >> Configuration >>  Magenticity >> GDPR and perform below admin setup. 

4. Displaying custom message on Privacy setting page (under My Account) Go To Stores >>

    Configuration >>  Magenticity  >> GDPR >> General >> Consent message in My account page.

This document is GDPR PRO user-guide for installing the GDPR PRO extension and new features.
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5. Displaying consents on form Go To Stores >> Configuration >>  Magenticity  >> GDPR >>
    Consent Forms >> Display In Registration Form.

    Go To Stores >> Configuration >>  Magenticity  >> GDPR >> Consent Forms >> Display In 
    Contact Us Form

    Go To Stores >> Configuration >>  Magenticity  >> GDPR >> Consent Forms >> Display In Checkout

6. Enable/disable consent, change consent title and consent required  Go To Stores >> Configuration
     >>  Magenticity  >> GDPR >> Consents Boxes

There are 5 consents provided in this configuration. You can easily change content from Consents 
Boxes.

This document is GDPR PRO user-guide for installing the GDPR PRO extension and new features.
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7. Enable/disable cookie restriction mode Go To Stores >> Configuration >>  Magenticity  >> GDPR
     >> Cookie Settings

How to Use GDPR PRO?

1. Enable and Disable GDPR PRO Feature

2. Login into your Magento Back-end / Admin Panel.

3. Go To Stores >> Configuration >> Magenticity >> GDPR Pro.

4. To enable/disable GDPR extension Go To Stores >> Configuration >> Magenticity >> GDPR Pro
     >> General >> Select Yes or No depending upon requirement. Selecting yes will enable access 
     to all GDPR PRO extension features also it will show list of consents to be taken from user on
     checkout page which would be mandatory for user to select.   

5. To enable/disable customer account deletion option in front-end Go To Stores >> Configuration 

This document is GDPR PRO user-guide for installing the GDPR PRO extension and new features.
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     >> Magenticity >> GDPR Pro >>  Customer Account Configuration >>  Enable/Disable Customer
     Delete Account.

Back-end

Front-end

6. Customer has also feature to export information regarding orders by clicking “Export” button.

Front-end

This document is GDPR PRO user-guide for installing the GDPR PRO extension and new features.
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7. Allow Customer to Anonymize Data . To grant access to customer for anonymizing data Go To
    Stores >> Configuration >> Magenticity >> GDPR Pro >> Data Anonymize Configuration

    Below screen-shot will display option in front-end to anonymize data of user and will set the text 
                  that will be displayed after data is anonymized.

• The link sent to anonymize data via email will remain valid for 60 minutes as mentioned in 
“Link Expiry Time”.

• The below screen-shot is for anonymization of guest data which will be done through email.
• User holding guest identity has to enter email id in text-box via which confirmation link for 

anonymizing the guest data will be sent to that specified email. 

This document is GDPR PRO user-guide for installing the GDPR PRO extension and new features.
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8. Customization for consent. If admin wants to grant access that user can deselect or select 
    consents while creating account or at time of checkout then Go To Stores >>  Configuration >>
    Magenticity >> GDPR Pro >> Consent Configuration.

This document is GDPR PRO user-guide for installing the GDPR PRO extension and new features.
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• The specified email address will receive updates if customer has done any changes in consent 
i.e agreed or disagreed to consent.

• In below screen-shot customer has disagreed for consent 4 and 5.
• Above is the mail received by admin that shows status of consent that customer has agreed and 

disagreed on.

This document is GDPR PRO user-guide for installing the GDPR PRO extension and new features.


